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Grand Dorsett Chengdu To Open Soon! 
 
Set to open in September 2012, the Grand Dorsett Chengdu, under Kosmopolito Hotels International (KHI) is located 
at the famous historical Luoma Market area of Chengdu, the neighboring bustling downtown Chunxi Road; and 
renowned Chengdu sports centre.  With the Metro Line 1 and 4 directly in front of the hotel, the up-scale Grand 
Dorsett Chengdu offers easy accessibility for both business and leisure travelers. 
 
 
 
The hotel’s 556 spacious guestrooms and suites are well furnished with a full array of amenities, contemporary and 
innovative décor; and each one offer an inviting ambience complemented with modern facilities such as iPod dock 
and complimentary high speed internet access to ensure instant connectivity. 
 
 
 
The hotel’s meeting and business facilities are second to none. Whether it is for a business meeting, lavish banquet 
or a memorable wedding dinner, Grand Dorsett Chengdu is equipped to handle virtually every conceivable scenario. 
The pillar free Multi-functional hall (dividable into 2 individual banquet rooms) with more than 700 sq meters of 
meeting space and eight private meeting rooms are equipped with full range of banqueting facilities and services, 
making the hotel an ideal location to host event of any size. 
 
 
 
Embark on exceptional culinary journeys at Grand Dorsett Chengdu.  Indulge in the expansive selection of tantalizing 
cuisine featured in the hotel’s finest restaurants.  Enjoy the best of traditional Cantonese fare and authentic Sichuan 
specialties served in a Chinese grandeur setting at the Chinese restaurant.  For a truly international experience, step 
into international cafe and be inspired with the cuisines of the world.  Or relax over a chilled beer or a glass of wine 
at the Lobby Lounge; the ideal setting for an afternoon tete-a-tete with friends too. 
 
 
 
For health and fitness enthusiasts, Grand Dorsett Chendgu offers a well-equipped gymnasium featuring a selection of 
cardio training and strength equipment; and a full fledge spa promises a rejuvenating experience.   Those seeking for 
a bit of entertainment, the hotel’s tea lounge, chess house and KTV are the ideal social gathering spots. 
 
 
 
For further details, log onto: www.granddorsett.com or email to: sales.chengdu@dorsettregency.com 
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### 

About Kosmopolito Hotels International (KHI) 

Kosmopolito Hotels International Limited (KHI) is an Asia-based hotel group with hotels located in major 

cities throughout the region. 

 

Listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, KHI (HKSE: 2266) currently operates 16 hotels including in 

Hong Kong, Shanghai, Wuhan, Kuala Lumpur, Labuan and Johor Bahru. An additional eight new hotels are 

being built around the region including in Singapore, Hong Kong, Zhongshan, Zhuji and Chengdu, as well 

as in London, KHI’s first hotel property in the United Kingdom. 

 

KHI owns and manages four key hotel brands — upscale Grand Dorsett, Boutique Series by Kosmopolito, 

midscale business hotel Dorsett Regency and value Silka Hotels. 

 

For more information on KHI, visit: www.kosmohotels.com. 
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